
Data Security 



In this Data Security FAQ, 
we’ll help you understand:

How your data is shared and 
protected with LinkedIn

How your data is being protected through 
encryption, disposal, and beyond

Where to find additional resources to answer your 
data privacy questions
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Data Security FAQs

Who controls my ATS data?

Does LinkedIn share my ATS data with other LinkedIn customers?

Does LinkedIn use my data to create or modify LinkedIn profiles?

How is access to my ATS data limited & kept secure?

Why does LinkedIn need to process data between 

LinkedIn and my ATS to make the integration work?

https://www.linkedin.com/legal/l/lsa
https://legal.linkedin.com/dpa
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/product-update/recruiting-and-candidate-search-tool/data-security
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/product-update/recruiting-and-candidate-search-tool/data-security


What type of data is shared between LinkedIn and your ATS? 

Candidate identity data

Jobs data

Application data 

What are minimally required fields vs optional fields?

Please note:

Data Security FAQs



Here’s what we won’t do 
with your data

In short, we will not use your data in any way beyond improving 
YOUR product experience. For example:

Why do we need resume data?

How do we protect your resume data?

Resume data 

Resume data is a pre-requisite for a customer to activate Unified Search
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LinkedIn and your ATS: 
Bridging your data

Our protections ensure that data flows securely between LinkedIn Recruiter, our 

customers, and their ATS.
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LinkedIn Talent Solutions and Recruiter System Connect Data Flow Diagram

This diagram provides a high-level logical overview of the SSO login and 

data-flow for LinkedIn Talent Solutions and Recruiter System Connect products. 
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LinkedIn and your ATS: 
Bridging your data

How do we connect your ATS and LinkedIn data?

How are APIs authorized and protected?

Are API keys rotated?

How are changes to products, including APIs or authentication, 
communicated?
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/linkedin/shared/authentication/client-credentials-flow
https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/analyze.html?d=api.linkedin.com&latest
https://www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/analyze.html?d=api.linkedin.com&latest
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/linkedin/talent/recruiter-system-connect
https://www.linkedin.com/developers/news/featured-updates/tls-deprecation


Storage, disposal 
& beyond

How is my data being protected through storage and disposal?

data center failover, APIs, and more, 

What database is my data stored in?

https://engineering.linkedin.com/espresso/introducing-espresso-linkedins-hot-new-distributed-document-store


Storage, disposal 
& beyond

What security practices does LinkedIn use to protect my data?

What penetration testing does LinkedIn perform?

https://security.linkedin.com/trust-and-compliance


How can I disable or delete my ATS data that LinkedIn stores?

If I cancel my contract with LinkedIn, what happens to my data?

What happens if a LinkedIn member deletes their account after I have exported their 

data into my ATS using 1-Click Export? 

If I prefer not to export candidate records from LinkedIn into my ATS, how can I turn 

off 1-Click Export for all users? 

Storage, disposal 
& beyond



here

GDPR

How can I use RSC (or ATS Integrations) in a GDPR-compliant way?

How is data encrypted by LinkedIn?

https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/topics/6701/6702


Where can I find additional resources to answer data privacy questions?

•
•
•

Where can I find additional resources to answer data privacy questions?

LinkedIn RSC Resources:

•
•
•
•

LinkedIn ATS Integration Resources:

LTSATSIntegrations@LinkedIn.com

Questions?

https://www.linkedin.com/legal/l/dpa
https://security.linkedin.com/trust-and-compliance
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/linkedin/talent/recruiter-system-connect
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/linkedin/talent/middleware-platform
https://www.linkedin.com/help/recruiter/answer/82404
https://www.linkedin.com/help/recruiter/answer/102589
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